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L-~ 
THE·COMPT.ROLLER GENERAL 
OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGT_□·N, D. C. 20548 

81-/. CP-D 3~9 

DATE: May u, 1981 
•.v 

MATTER OF: Coloraao·Research and Prediction. 
Laboratory~ Inc. -- Reconsideration 

DIGEST: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Protest regarding insufficiency of .. 
information in amended solicitation, 
allegedly included in•protester's · 
proposal dated one day before. next 
closing date for receipt of propos
als,· cannot be regarded as timely 
protest (filed befo·re time for re
ceipt of re~ised proposals) t6 con
tracting agency, since there is no 
obligatio~ that agency read or eval
uate proposals until after amended 
closing date. 

Incumbent contractor's selection for 
award does not prove that protester 
had insufficient informatiorr to prepare 
compe·titive proposal, but only that 
incumbent has been evaluated as having 
superior technical propbsal. 

There is no requirement that Govern
ment equalize competit1ve advantage 
gatned by incumbent or past contractor 
unless it results from preference or 
unfair action by Government. 

Regulations require that contracting 
agency conduct written or oral discus
sions with all responsible offerers 
whose proposals,. considering price 
or cost, technical, and other salient 
factors, have reasonable chance of being 
selected for award. 

In Colorado Research and Prediction Laborator, Inc., 
B-199755, a;ch 5, 1981, 81-1 CPD 170, we denied a part 
and dismissed the remainder of a protest regarding the 
Air Force's award to an incumbent contractor, Megapulse, 
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of a.contract for a study involving low frequency and 
very low frequency radio propagation parameters. The 
protester requests reconsideration, alleging ~rrors of 
both fact and law. 

In its protest, Colorado Research.had alleged that 
the Air Force never intended to-have.a real corn~etition, 
but had used Colorado Research to induce Megapulse to 
lower its price and to give the appearance of open compe
tition. In addition, the protester alleged that Megapulse 
lacked the theoretical.background needed. for·the·studies 
being procured, and that Colorado Research had been denied 
data, proprietary to Megapulse, which·wocild have enabled 
it to write a competitive technical p~o~o~al. 

We found that the record cont~ine~ nb evidence of 
preferential treatment of Megapulse or urifair action 
toward Colorado Research, .and stated that the Government 
is not 'required to compensate for _the advantage of an 
incumbent contractor unless it somehow contributes to 
it. We denied.the protest on this bisis. We also found 
that the solicitation, read as a whole, indicated that 
the work would be ex~erimental, rather ~hari theoretical, 
but that in any case we would not review the Air Force's 

·decision regarding Megapulse's a~ility to perform the 
studies, since this was an affirmative determination of 
responsibility and none of the~exceptions -leading to 
our review applied here. 

With regard to denial of information needed to pre
pare a compet.itive proposal, we stated t;.hat by amendment 
to the solicitation, the Air Force had ~rovided Colorado 
Research with schematic diagrams for two transmitters 
which were to be modified under tpe contract. The next. 
closing date for receipt of proposals was February 14~ 
1980. ~9der our Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. § 20.2 
(1980),1>(protests regarding alleged improprieties-in an 
amended solicitation must be filed-before th~ next closing 
date following the amendment. Since Colorado Research's 
allegation that the information provided was insufficient 
was not filed with our Office until July 27, 1980, the 
protast .on this basis was untimely, and we did not consider 
it on the merits. 

Requesting reconsideration, Colorado Research states 
that only one schematic diagram for one transmitter was 
provided. The other transmitter, the_f-irrn states, was 
built ~y M~gapulse, which ·maintained that the diagram 
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for it was proprietary. Colorado Research also states 
that it did protest the unavailability of~data to the 
Air Force on page 4, item 4 of its proposal dated Feb
ruary 13, 1980 (it has not, however, provided us with 

~· ·-· 

a copy·of this portiori of its proposal). The firm further 1 

sta~es that it ~ould not appeal to our Office e~rlier 
since it had been told by the contracting offi6er that 
it haa·all data which other offe~ors had, and had no proof 
that· this was not the•case urltil duly. 25, 1980, when it 
was informed that Megapulse·bad been selecitea· for awa~d. 
The protest to our Offic~.therefore is timely, the firm 
implies, since it was s~bmi~ted within ~0 days after the 
basis for it was known. · · · 

With regard to schematic diagrams, an Air Force 
letter to our Office. dated Decembe~ 4, 1980, states in 
pertinent part: · 

"***The equi~ment to be modified for use 
in the study**•* consisted of two transmitters 
both of whose operating range were to be extended. 
One.unit, a TE Power Line Transmitter~ contained 
a component (Mod. TPP-1 Transmitter) built by 
Megapulse. Operating manuals for this component 
are with·the unit at Thule.AB, Greenland. The 
other components forming this TE transmitter con
sisted of HP 5060A ·ceiium Beam Freq. ·sta~ .and a 
RADC laboratory built Pulse Rate Generator 
for which CRPLi [Colorado Research] was pro
vided a ·schematic diagram by Amendment 0001 
to the .RFP. None of the components in either 
piece.of equipment contained.any proprietary 
information. Notwithstanding CRPLi's alle~ 
gation, the man~als for th~ Megapul~e trans
mitter were not necessary for the development 
of an acceptable proposal. The CRPLi proposal 
satisfactoiily addressed this requirement~· 
The second transmitter to be modified*** 
is an Air Force buiii TM tower transmitter. 
All schematics and information relating to 
this transmitter were provided to CRPLi via 
Amendment 0001. CRPLi's proposal op this item 
was very general." 

Thus, according·t6 the Air Force,·schematic diagrams for 
a component of one transmitter and for-all elements of 
the second: transmitter w.ere provided to the protester; 
the Air Force submitted copies of these diagrams with 
its report. 
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Although our first decision could perhaps have been 
more precise on this point, Colorado Research's protest. 
regarding lack of data is still untimely.;. A protest re.:.. 
garding the amount of information· provided by a contract
ing agency is subject to the same timeliness rules as 
other alleged solicitation·deficiencies which are appar
ent prior to the date for submission of bids ·or·prpposals 
See, for example, Western· Design· Corporation, B--194561, ~ 
August 17, 1979, 79-.2 CPD 130, in which we held that a 
protest allegin~ that the details·reguired to effect, 
compose, and prepare a competent technical prbposal for 
various elements of an ammunition feed system was untime
ly, since it had not been filed until after receipt of 
proposals. · · 

Moreover, we do not believe an allegation included 
in a proposal can properly be regarded as a preopening 
protest to the contr~cting agency, ~ince there is no ob
ligation that an agency read or evaluate proposals until 
after closihg date.~ Since the Air Force had no notice 
of th~ protest of the .alleged information deficiency be
fore the amended closing date, this was not a timely pro
test tot~~- agency.· See generally Amdahl Corporation, 
B-191215,~arch 28, 1978, 78-1 CPD ·287, involving a pro
test alleging that specifications should ~e changed, 
first filed with initial prop<;¥'ls and therefore held 
untimely; Tymshare, B-188551,~eptember 7, 1977, 77-2 
CPD 178, involving a protest regarding cost evaluation 
methods first mad~ in a best and final offer, also held 
untimely. 

Moreover, we cannot accept Colorado Research's con
tention that· learning of M~gapµlse's selection for award 
proved that it had insufficient information and .thus pr.o-:
vided the basis for a timely protest to our· Office. The· 
only thing this proves is that Megapulse, as noted in our 
first decision, had been evaluated as h9vin.g a superior 
technical proposal. 

The reason for stric·f.-.. construction of our timelines·s 
rules is to allow us to consider protests while there is 
stil~ time to take remedial action, if warranted. United 
States Contracting Corporation, B-l98095~June 27, 1980, 
80-1 CPD 446. For example, since it appears that the 
operating manuals which Colorado Research sought were 
not proprietary, but merely not conveniently available, 
a pre-opening request to .the Air Fo~ce might have resulted 
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in their availability for·use in.proposal preparation. 
We cannot recommend such a remedy at thii·stage in the 
procurement • 

. · In its -request fo·r "reconsideration, Colora<:lo Research:· 
further contends that we should n6t h~ve dismissed its 
protest because proprietary·data ·enabled Meg~pulse alone 
-to submit a significantly superior proposal:. It is true -
that Megapulse scored.higher\under criteria including · 
past performance, complian~e with scientific·~nd engi
neeriD;g requirements, c9_nf.idence level, understanding, 
soundness of approach, and special technical factors. 
Nevertheless, as we indic_ated in our original decision, 
we have long recognized that incumbents or past con
tractors may enjoy a competitive advantage ~ver other 
offerers. There is no requirement .to equalize this ad
vantage unless it is the result of preference or unfai~✓ 
action by the Goverpment. ·E-Systems, Inc., B-191346, ~ 
March 20, 1979, 79-1 CPD 192 at 15. Unless'.Megap0lse's 
prior contracts required that all information be turned 
over to the Government for use in follow-o~ procurements, 
which does not appear to.have been the case here, to the 
extent that it used proprietary.data gained by virtue 

• of its incumbency in preparation, of i t_s proposal, Megapulse 
may enjoy thi~ advantage, sine~ Colorado Research has 
presented absolutely n6 evidence of preference or unfair 
action by the Government • 

. • 

Finally, the vice president of Colorado Research 
asks why, if ·the Megapulse proposal was.rated superior, 
was Colorado Research subjected to a ·fo~r month fruitless 
negotiating period that may yet force it into declaring 
bankruptcy? "Is this acceptabl~ normal Government policy?" 
he asks in the request for reconsideration. 

As .a matter of law, in negotiated Federal.procure
ments, written or oral discussions generally must be con~ 
ducted with all responsi~~e offerers whose proposals, 
considering ~rice or cost,. technical, and other salient 
factors, have a reasonable chance of being selected.for 
award. As a matt~r of law, all S~Gh offerer~ must be 
advised of deficiencies in their proposals and offered 
a reasonable opportunity to correct or resolve the defi
ciencies and to revise their proposals~· See Defense 
Acquisition Regulation§ 3-805 ·(1976 ed.)~Thus, the 
conduct of the negotiations to which co·lorado Research 
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now objects was proper, since b6th Megapuls~ a~d C6lorado 
Research had acceptable technical pro~o~als and were 

. . Jy responsible. 

Our pripr decision is affirmed. 

:;iJ_~ /✓- ·cL.. ~ 
For the Acting Comptroller General 

---------of the Uni tea States· 
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